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Abstract
Megavoltage, cone-beam computed tomography (MV CBCT) employing an
electronic portal imaging device (EPID) is a highly promising technique for
providing soft-tissue visualization in image-guided radiotherapy. However,
current EPIDs based on active matrix flat-panel imagers (AMFPIs), which are
regarded as the gold standard for portal imaging and referred to as conventional
MV AMFPIs, require high radiation doses to achieve this goal due to poor
x-ray detection efficiency (∼2% at 6 MV). To overcome this limitation, the
incorporation of thick, segmented, crystalline scintillators, as a replacement for
the phosphor screens used in these AMFPIs, has been shown to significantly
improve the detective quantum efficiency (DQE) performance, leading to
improved image quality for projection imaging at low dose. Toward the
realization of practical AMFPIs capable of low dose, soft-tissue visualization
using MV CBCT imaging, two prototype AMFPIs incorporating segmented
scintillators with ∼11 mm thick CsI:Tl and Bi4Ge3O12 (BGO) crystals were
evaluated. Each scintillator consists of 120 × 60 crystalline elements separated
by reflective septal walls, with an element-to-element pitch of 1.016 mm.
The prototypes were evaluated using a bench-top CBCT system, allowing the
acquisition of 180 projection, 360◦ tomographic scans with a 6 MV radiotherapy
photon beam. Reconstructed images of a spatial resolution phantom, as well
as of a water-equivalent phantom, embedded with tissue equivalent objects
having electron densities (relative to water) varying from ∼0.28 to ∼1.70,
were obtained down to one beam pulse per projection image, corresponding
to a scan dose of ∼4 cGy—a dose similar to that required for a single portal
image obtained from a conventional MV AMFPI. By virtue of their significantly
improved DQE, the prototypes provided low contrast visualization, allowing
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clear delineation of an object with an electron density difference of ∼2.76%.
Results of contrast, noise and contrast-to-noise ratio are presented as a function
of dose and compared to those from a conventional MV AMFPI.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

Over the past several years, many imaging techniques have been developed to facilitate
image-guided radiation therapy (IGRT) (Saw et al 2006, Dawson and Jaffray 2007) with
the goal of achieving increased radiation dose to tumor volumes while minimizing dose
to surrounding normal tissues and critical structures. These techniques generally provide
in-room, 3D volumetric image information and therefore are considered complementary to
portal imaging, which is typically achieved using an electronic portal imaging device (EPID).
Among the advantages of 3D imaging is the possibility of not only visualizing the bony
anatomy, which typically is used as a surrogate for tumor localization (and often visible in
EPID images), but also soft-tissue structures, allowing assessment of anatomical changes over
the course of radiation treatment (Barker et al 2004). One type of 3D imaging technique
involves the acquisition of computed tomography (CT) images using a diagnostic CT scanner,
referred to as ‘CT on rails’ (Court et al 2003). In this technique, the treatment couch is moved
between the treatment gantry and the CT scanner. Another technique involves the acquisition
of cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) images using a kilovoltage (kV) x-ray source
and an active matrix flat-panel imager (AMFPI), both mounted orthogonally to the treatment
gantry (Jaffray and Siewerdsen 2000, Jaffray et al 2002). This technique, which has seen
widespread clinical implementation, results in clinical doses on the order of 1–3 cGy (Islam
et al 2006, Amer et al 2007)—doses that are approximately equivalent to those resulting from
a single portal image.

An alternative imaging technique involves the use of the megavoltage (MV) treatment
beam and an EPID to acquire CT scans—eliminating the need for additional x-ray sources
or detectors. One example of such a technique involves the use of tomotherapy equipment,
which employs a high-pressure xenon gas detector (Mackie et al 1999, Meeks et al 2005).
Another example involves the use of a large-area EPID based on an AMFPI, employing a
cone-beam geometry (Pouliot et al 2005, Morin et al 2006). Although the intrinsic contrast
of human anatomical structures at MV energies is inferior to that at kV energies (Groh
et al 2002), it has been shown that soft tissue can be visualized at MV energies (Groh et al
2002, Ford et al 2002, Keller et al 2002, Ghelmansarai et al 2005). In addition, the use
of the therapy beam for imaging presents some distinct advantages. Compared to kVCT,
the images obtained using MVCT exhibit reduced streak artifacts, which are due to the
presence of high Z materials such as dental fillings and hip prostheses (Pouliot et al 2005,
Yin et al 2005). Furthermore, the CT numbers obtained from MVCT may be readily used for
treatment planning dose calculations and inhomogeneity corrections—without the need for
a conversion table such as used in kVCT (Guan et al 2002, Langen et al 2005, Morin et al
2005). Finally, the fact that MVCT images are obtained from the therapy beam’s eye view
eliminates any geometrical uncertainties associated with the additional apparatus of the kVCT
configuration.

Despite these advantages, the practical implementation of MV CBCT is constrained
by the relatively large dose required to achieve clinically useful contrast resolution using
current MV AMFPIs, hereafter referred to as conventional MV AMFPIs (Groh et al
2002). This limitation is the result of the relatively low x-ray detection efficiency (∼2%
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at 6 MV) of the x-ray converter, which consists of a relatively thick Gd2O2S:Tb phosphor
screen coupled to a Cu plate, leading to a detective quantum efficiency (DQE) of only
∼1% at zero spatial frequency (El-Mohri et al 2001). In order to overcome this limitation,
high efficiency x-ray detectors, based on area detection as well as linear scanning arrays,
have been widely investigated (Lewis et al 1992, Mosleh-Shirazi et al 1998a, 1998b,
Seppi et al 2003, Pang and Rowlands 2004, Sawant et al 2005, 2006, Samant and Gopal
2006, Sillanpaa et al 2006, Monajemi et al 2006a, 2006b, Rathee et al 2006, Wang et al
2009b). The premise behind these efforts is that a substantial increase in x-ray detection
efficiency achieved through increased detector thickness can be realized, while minimizing
the spatial spreading of secondary imaging quanta. One example of such an approach
involves the use of thick, large-area, segmented crystalline scintillators consisting of 2D
matrices of scintillator crystals (e.g., CsI:Tl, Bi4Ge3O12 (BGO), CdWO4 and ZnWO4) that
are separated by optically opaque/reflective septal walls (Mosleh-Shirazi et al 1998b, Seppi
et al 2003, Monajemi et al 2004, Sawant et al 2006, Wang et al 2009b). The use of
crystalline scintillators, as opposed to the granular phosphors employed in conventional MV
AMFPIs, offers the advantage of lower optical Swank noise—enabling the use of thicker
detector material with less severe degradation of DQE (Wang et al 2009a). In addition,
the use of opaque/reflective septal walls limits the extent of spatial resolution degradation,
which would otherwise be significant as a result of the lateral spreading of secondary
optical photons within the scintillator. Recent Monte Carlo simulations of radiation and
optical transport have shown that segmented CsI:Tl and BGO scintillators up to 40 mm
thick can provide significantly improved DQE values (∼20% and 42%, respectively, at
zero spatial frequency) (Wang et al 2009a). Other Monte Carlo simulations involving
radiation transport at 6 MV have been used to investigate the potential of such scintillators to
visualize soft-tissue using CBCT at low dose (Wang et al 2008). From this study, contrast-
to-noise ratio (CNR) results suggest that a 40 mm thick, segmented CsI:Tl detector could
delineate electron density differences of ∼2.3% and 1.3% at a dose of 1.54 and 3.08 cGy,
respectively.

Toward the realization of thick, large-area segmented scintillators, a series of relatively
small-area prototypes with thicknesses ranging from ∼11 to 40 mm, employing BGO and
CsI:Tl crystals have been fabricated and examined (Sawant et al 2006, Wang et al 2009b).
(While thicker scintillators are more desirable for larger increases in x-ray detection efficiency,
examination of a range of scintillator thicknesses allows the probing of limitations and
parameter dependences.) These prototypes, which have an element-to-element pitch of 1.016
mm, were coupled to a 0.508 mm pitch AMFPI array and evaluated for projection imaging
using a 6 MV photon beam. The prototypes exhibited input-quantum limited operation at
the lowest available dose (i.e. 0.022 cGy corresponding to one beam pulse) with DQE values
ranging from ∼12 to 25 times that of a conventional MV AMFPI at zero spatial frequency.
Spatial resolution, however, was less than optimal, especially for the thicker prototypes, in part
due to some degree of light spreading between adjacent elements as well as less-than-ideal
registration between the elements and the AMFPI array pixels (Sawant et al 2006, Wang
et al 2009b). In this paper, two of these prototypes, based on BGO and CsI:Tl scintillators and
having a thickness of ∼11 mm, are examined for MV CBCT imaging using a high resolution
(0.127 mm pitch) AMFPI array to circumvent the difficult task of registration. Reconstructed
images of tissue-equivalent objects embedded in a water-equivalent phantom are obtained
down to the lowest available dose per image frame corresponding to a total scan dose of
∼4 cGy. Performance, in terms of contrast, noise and CNR of the tissue-equivalent objects is
examined and compared to that from a prototype imager representative of conventional MV
AMFPIs (El-Mohri et al 2001).
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Table 1. Summary of the properties and dimensions of the two segmented scintillator prototypes.

Prototype Scitillator Scintillator Pixel Active Septal wall
segmented density thickness Pixel pitch area thickness
scintillator (g cm−3) (mm) format (mm) (mm2) (mm)

CsI-1 4.51 11.4 120 × 60 1.016 122 × 61 0.05
BGO-1 7.13 11.3 120 × 60 1.016 122 × 61 0.05

2. Methods

2.1. Segmented scintillator prototypes

The two segmented scintillator prototypes employed in this study have been described
previously (Wang et al 2009b) and a summary follows. Specifications for these prototypes
(manufactured by Saint-Gobain Crystals, OH, USA) are given in table 1. The prototypes
consist of ∼11.4 mm thick CsI:Tl and ∼11.3 mm thick BGO detectors, having estimated
x-ray detection efficiencies of ∼25% and 39%, respectively (Wang et al 2009a). Each detector
consists of 120 × 60 scintillator elements arranged in a two-dimensional grid with an element-
to-element pitch of 1.016 mm, resulting in an active area of ∼122 × 61 mm2. Each scintillator
element comprises a scintillating crystal surrounded by ∼0.05 mm thick septal walls consisting
of a polymer reflector and transparent glue. The walls, which act as a light barrier to limit
spatial resolution degradation, have a reflectivity of ∼90%, resulting in some degree of light
sharing between adjacent elements. The choice of the septal wall thickness in these prototypes
was motivated by the desire to improve element-to-element alignment in the manufacturing
process, as compared to an earlier prototype (Sawant et al 2006). While thinner walls present
the added advantage of higher volumetric fill factor (the fraction of detector volume efficiently
absorbing radiation and generating light), they may allow more light spread, resulting in poorer
spatial resolution performance. Ideally, this performance should only be limited by the spread
of the secondary Compton electrons within the scintillator (Sawant et al 2006). Figure 1 shows
both detectors resting on a high-contrast surface. Under illumination by white light, while the
BGO detector exhibits excellent transparency, the CsI:Tl detector is more opaque as a result of
a higher degree of optical self-scattering within the scintillating crystals as well as additional
scattering at the rougher surfaces of the crystals. (For the respective emission spectra of these
scintillators, peaked at ∼480 nm for BGO and ∼565 nm for CsI:Tl (Saint Gobain Crystals),
light transmission might be somewhat different.)

Each segmented scintillator prototype was coupled to an indirect detection AMFPI array
operated in conjunction with a custom set of acquisition electronics (Huang et al 1999).
(In this paper, the imaging systems incorporating the CsI:Tl and BGO prototypes will be
referred to as CsI-1 and BGO-1, respectively). The array design consists of a pixel format of
1024 × 1024 and a pitch of 0.127 mm, resulting in an area of ∼13 × 13 cm2. Arrays of this
design have been described and characterized in an earlier publication and have an optical fill
factor of ∼80% (Antonuk et al 2009). The choice of this high resolution array, which has a
pixel pitch eight times smaller than that of the scintillators, was motivated by the desire to
achieve rapid and optimal registration of the scintillator elements with array pixels during set
up of the apparatus in the treatment room. Using this array, good registration was simply and
quickly attained through angular alignment of the grid of septal walls with the gate and data
lines of the array—without further need for registration of the scintillator elements (Wang
et al 2009b). Such over-sampling allows the acquisition of x-ray images that give a pictorial
representation of the pixel structure of the segmented scintillators, from which precise binning
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Figure 1. Photograph showing the BGO (left) and CsI:Tl (right) segmented scintillator prototypes
resting on a high contrast print depicting a Sierpinski carpet. For each scintillator, a grid of vertical
and horizontal lines corresponding to the septal walls is visible in the photo.

to the size of the scintillator elements is achieved. Examples of such images are shown in
figure 2 for BGO-1 and CsI-1. Note that for both scintillators, as a result of the scintillator
assembly process, the element-to-element alignment is better in the vertical direction. Also,
note that while the septal walls for CsI-1 (figure 2(a)) appear darker than the surrounding
scintillating crystals, corresponding to lower light output, the relative shading is reversed for
BGO-1. This unexpected result for BGO-1, where the septal walls appear to emit more light
than the surrounding scintillating crystals can probably be attributed to the large mismatch
in the index of refraction between the BGO crystals and the transparent glue (2.15 for BGO
and 1.55 for the glue)—leading to the entrapment and channeling of light along the septal
walls. For each scintillator, close physical contact with the array was maintained simply by
means of the weight of the scintillator. Optical coupling between the scintillator and the
array was maintained without the use of an additional coupling medium. For CsI-1, the high
optical conversion gain of the scintillating crystals (∼54 photons keV−1 compared to only
∼9 photons keV−1 for BGO crystals)2 required the use of an ∼0.25 mm thick neutral density
filter with ∼21% light transmission. The filter was positioned between the scintillator and
the array to help avoid array pixel saturation. For both prototypes, an ∼1 mm thick Cu plate
was positioned directly over the scintillators. The Cu plate acts as an optical mirror reflector
as well as a radiation buildup layer, and also serves to absorb scattered radiation. Finally,
for purposes of comparison, measurements were also conducted with a conventional MV
AMFPI, consisting of a Lanex Fast-B phosphor screen (133 mg cm−2 Gd2O2S:Tb, Eastman
Kodak, Rochester, NY), an overlying ∼1 mm thick Cu plate, and the same AMFPI array and
associated acquisition electronics used for the prototype scintillators.

2 Saint-Gobain Crystals Product data sheet for scintillation crystal arrays and assemblies, Saint-Gobain Crystals,
OH, USA.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Flood images acquired at 6 MV at a dose of ∼0.133 cGy using (a) CsI-1 and (b) BGO-1.
Note that the observed grid of lines with lower signal (darker) for CsI-1 and higher signal (whiter)
for BGO-1 correspond to the septal walls. See the text for further details.

2.2. Experimental technique and apparatus

In order to explore the potential of the prototype segmented scintillators for low-contrast
soft-tissue CBCT imaging, a bench-top scanning system allowing the acquisition of MV
tomographic images has been constructed. The system consists of an aluminum frame that
supports a solid cylindrical rod made of water-equivalent material (solid water) onto which
phantoms can be inserted, as seen in figures 3(a) and (b). Each phantom consists of a 4 cm thick
disk with a hole drilled through the center to allow the phantom to slip onto the rod. During
image acquisition, the rod is made to rotate around its axis above the scintillator, while keeping
the x-ray source at a fixed position. This relatively simple configuration allowed tomographic
scans to be obtained by controlling the rotation of the phantom rather than controlling the
rotation of the x-ray source and imager. The rotation of the phantom was controlled by a
hybrid stepping motor equipped with a 14:1 speed-reducing gearbox operated at a constant
speed. The angular velocity of the phantom, as well as the start and stop of the motor, were
controlled by a high accuracy stepper motor controller card connected to a host computer
via a USB port. Three different phantoms were used to characterize CsI-1, BGO-1 and the
conventional MV AMFPI. One phantom, referred to as the contrast phantom, has three holes
into which tissue-equivalent objects can be inserted. Details of this phantom are shown in
figure 4. A total of 12 different, ∼7 cm long, cylindrical objects of various densities were
used. Designations and relative electron densities of these objects are summarized in table 2.
A second phantom made with the same material and dimensions (referred to as the uniform
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(a) (b)

Figure 3. (a) Conceptual drawing of the cone-beam CT bench-top system used in the study,
including the radiation source. (b) Photograph showing a close up of the system clearly depicting
the three phantoms mounted above the CsI:Tl segmented scintillator prototype and the underlying
AMFPI array.

(This figure is in colour only in the electronic version)

11.4 cm

3.7 cm

2.8 cm

Tissue

Tissue

Tissue

Solid Water

Figure 4. Cross-sectional drawing of the contrast phantom with various dimensions indicated. The
phantom is made of solid water into which cylindrical holes are drilled in order to accommodate
three tissue-equivalent objects at a time.

phantom) has no inserted objects or holes and was used to provide a reference for the cupping
artifact correction (discussed below). Finally, a third phantom, referred to as the resolution
phantom, was used to characterize the spatial resolution performance of the various MV
AMFPI configurations (CsI-1, BGO-1 and conventional). This phantom consists of an epoxy
mix and contains 2 mm thick aluminum contrast line-pair inserts with resolution sections
ranging from 1 to 21 lp cm−1, in steps of 1 lp cm−1 (High Resolution Module, CTP528, The
Phantom Laboratory, Salem, NY).
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Table 2. List of designations, densities and electron densities relative to water for the tissue-
equivalent objects examined in this study (Tissue Characterization Phantom, Gammex 467,
Gammex rmi, Middleton, WI). Note that there are two entries for solid water material: one
for the material of the main body of the contrast phantom and the other for the tissue-equivalent
object inserted in that body. The inclusion of this solid water object in the study was motivated by
the fact that it provided the lowest electron density difference relative to the solid water of the main
body (2.76%)—offering a challenging test for visualization of low contrast objects at the lowest
available dose. The last column in the table gives the percentage difference in electron density
between the tissue-equivalent objects and the solid water of the main body of the contrast phantom.

Designation of Physical Electron Electron
tissue-equivalent density density relative density
object (g cm−3) to water difference (%)

Lung (LN-300) 0.29 0.280 72.44
Lung (LN-450) 0.44 0.429 57.78
Adipose (AP6) 0.94 0.925 8.96
Breast 0.98 0.954 6.10
Solid water (object) 1.017 0.988 2.76
Solid water (phantom) 1.046 1.016 0.00
Brain 1.053 1.049 3.25
Liver (LV1) 1.097 1.065 4.82
Inner Bone 1.143 1.096 7.87
Bone (B200) 1.154 1.106 8.86
Bone (CB2–30% mineral) 1.335 1.280 25.98
Bone (CB2–50% mineral) 1.56 1.470 44.69
SB3 cortical bone 1.825 1.697 67.03

MV CBCT images were acquired using a 6 MV photon beam from a Varian radiotherapy
linear accelerator (LINAC) operated at a dose rate of 100 Monitor Units (MU) min−1. The
LINAC was calibrated so that 1 MU delivers a dose of 0.8 cGy for a 10 × 10 cm2 field at
10 cm water depth and at a source-to-detector distance (SDD) of 100 cm. At this dose rate,
the LINAC delivers ∼36 beam pulses per MU, corresponding to a dose of ∼0.022 cGy per
pulse. In this paper, the dose for a tomographic scan is reported in terms of the LINAC’s
radiation output in cGy, assuming the aforementioned correspondence between dose in cGy
and the delivered MUs under calibration conditions. Beam pulses, which are typically 5 μs
long, were generated at a frequency of 60 Hz, corresponding to a time interval between pulses
of ∼16.7 ms. These pulses were used to trigger array readout, allowing synchronization
between radiation delivery and image acquisition. Given the desire to acquire projection
images at the lowest dose available, corresponding to a single beam pulse, each image must
be read out within the 16.7 ms time interval between consecutive beam pulses. However,
due to limitations of the electronic acquisition system (Huang et al 1999) which allows a
minimum readout time of ∼113 ms for addressing the 1024 gate lines of the AMFPI array, it
was necessary to use a combination of simultaneous readout of multiple gate lines and partial
array readout to accomplish this objective. (The readout speed of the acquisition system is
limited by the conversion rate of the 18-bit analog-to-digital converters as well as the 16:1
multiplexing of the data, resulting in a minimum readout time of ∼110 μs for a single gate
line.) As a result, only a total of 400 gate lines were addressed with each four consecutive
lines being addressed simultaneously, resulting in a total of 100 binned lines and a readout
time of ∼14 ms. Such a configuration for array readout achieves pixel binning, which partially
fulfills the intended matching of the scintillator elements, without causing any adverse affects
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on imager performance. The corresponding active area of the array was ∼5.1 × 13 cm2—an
area sufficiently large to accommodate the projected area of the contrast phantom (∼4.2 ×
12.0 cm2). For all AMFPI configurations, the SDD was set to ∼130 cm and the field size to
∼9 × 13 cm2 at isocenter.

2.3. Image acquisition and analysis

For each tomographic acquisition, a total of 8000 projection images were acquired
corresponding to a total of 44 complete 360◦ scans, with each scan comprising 180 images.
The total dose delivered per scan was ∼4 cGy. To investigate performance at higher doses,
images from different scans were combined resulting in averaged scans with equivalent doses
corresponding to a multiple of 4 cGy. In this case, the large number of scans acquired
allowed the study of dose dependence as well as the determination of the statistical error in the
measurements (obtained through calculation of the standard deviation derived from the data
of the multiple scans). For the case of BGO-1, a total of 2000 MUs were delivered prior to
the start of the measurements in order to attain a stable scintillator light output that is largely
independent of accumulated dose. This pre-irradiation was necessary since the BGO-1 signal
response is known to exhibit an initial sharp decline of ∼17% with increasing cumulative dose
before reaching an asymptotic level (Wang et al 2009b). For each MV AMFPI configuration
(BGO-1, CsI-1 or conventional) a set of 100 flood images were also obtained in the absence
of the phantoms along with a further 100 dark images to provide gain and offset correction
parameters for processing of the projection images of the tomographic scans. A Feldkamp-
based algorithm employing a ramp filter was used to reconstruct the spatial distribution of
attenuation coefficients for the phantoms using gain and offset-corrected projection and flood
images (Wang et al 2008). Prior to image reconstruction, all projection images were filtered by
means of a 3 × 3 median filter in order to remove array pixel and line defects. In addition, the
images were binned in an 8 × 2 format (gate × data line direction) so as to match the element-
to-element pitch of the scintillators (1.016 × 1.016 mm2). (Note that, in the data line direction,
only × 2 binning is required since array pixels have already been binned in a 1 × 4 format
by means of multiple gate line readout.) The reconstructed voxel and slice thickness were
chosen to be 1.016 mm, matching the element-to-element pitch of the scintillators. Unless
otherwise stated, all results shown correspond to the sum of five consecutive slices, resulting
in a slice thickness of ∼5 mm. All reconstructed images, except for those of the resolution
phantom, were subjected to a cupping artifact correction to remove a background trend as well
as ring artifacts. While the background trend, which manifests itself as a general increase in
signal along the radial direction of the phantom, is due to beam hardening, ring artifacts are
likely due to non-uniform detector response. Figure 5 shows an example of a reconstructed
image of the contrast phantom before and after the application of the cupping correction.
The correction consists of mapping the average signal as a function of radial distance in the
background region, excluding the regions of the inserts (Wang et al 2008). In order to compare
results from different sets of inserts as well as different AMFPI configurations, the signal in
the background was normalized to values obtained from corresponding reconstructed images
of the uniform phantom. After application of the cupping correction, the reconstructed images
exhibit a more uniform response, as seen in figure 5(b).

2.4. Performance evaluation

Performance of various MV AMFPI configurations was characterized in terms of contrast
(Contrast), noise (Noise) and contrast-to-noise-ratio (CNR) of the tissue-equivalent objects
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(a) (b)

Figure 5. Reconstructed images of the contrast phantom embedded with three tissue-equivalent
objects (a) before and (b) after the application of a cupping artifact correction. The images were
obtained with BGO-1 at a scan dose of 16 cGy. Note the presence of a ring-like artifact close to
the center of the phantom that was not removed by the correction. This artifact is likely due to the
presence of unintended air gaps between the phantom and the solid water rod that supports it.

relative to the surrounding water-equivalent background in the reconstructed images of the
contrast phantom. The contrast of a given object was calculated (in Hounsfield units, HU) as
follows:

Contrast = Sobj − Swater

Swater
× 1000 (HU) (1)

where Sobj and Swater represent the mean signal in the object and solid water regions, obtained
through averaging signals from 185 and 555 voxels, respectively. The choice of these regions
of interest excluded the edge of the objects and the phantom as well as the center of the
phantom.

Similarly, the noise in the object was calculated from

Noise = σobj

Swater
× 1000 (HU) (2)

where σobj represents the standard deviation of the signal in the object. Therefore, the CNR
was calculated from

CNR = Sobj − Swater

σobj
. (3)

3. Results

3.1. Reconstructed images

Examples of reconstructed images of the contrast phantom obtained with BGO-1 for a slice
thickness of ∼5 mm are shown in figure 6. The images, depicting all 12 tissue-equivalent
objects used, were obtained at a scan dose of ∼4 cGy corresponding to a single beam pulse
per projection image. These and similar images of the contrast phantom were used to derive
the following results for Contrast, Noise and CNR. Reconstructed images of the contrast
phantom including the three objects that exhibit the lowest relative electron density difference
relative to the solid water background are shown in figure 7 for various AMFPI configurations.
At a total scan dose of ∼4 cGy, the images obtained with BGO-1 and CsI-1 (figures 7(a)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6. Reconstructed images of the contrast phantom embedded with various tissue-equivalent
objects. The objects shown correspond to relative electron densities of (clockwise from the top):
(a) 0.954, 0.988, 1.049; (b) 0.280, 0.429, 0.925; (c) 1.065, 1.096, 1.106; and (d) 1.280, 1.470,
1.697. The images were obtained with BGO-1 at a scan dose of ∼4 cGy.

and (b)) exhibit significantly higher contrast resolution compared to that of the conventional
MV AMFPI (figure 7(c)). Such good performance is the result of the more efficient use
of the incident x-rays by BGO-1 and CsI-1 achieved by virtue of DQE(0) values of ∼20%,
and ∼12%, respectively (Wang et al 2009b)—compared to only ∼1% for the conventional
MV AMFPI. While all the tissue-equivalent objects are clearly seen for BGO-1 and CsI-1,
including the water-equivalent object (see table 1), none of these objects are easily discerned
for the conventional MV AMFPI. However, with the use of 40 times more dose (160 cGy)
for the conventional MV AMFPI, the objects become visible with slightly improved edge
definition compared to the BGO-1 and CsI-1 images—a consequence of the superior spatial
resolution performance of the phosphor screen. Finally, BGO-1 exhibits slightly better spatial
resolution performance compared to CsI-1, confirming the findings from a previous study
of the prototypes involving measurements of the modulation transfer function (Wang et al
2009b). These observations on spatial resolution performance are consistent with the results
of reconstructed images obtained with the resolution phantom, shown in figure 8. These
images depict some of the line-pair inserts of the resolution phantom with sizes ranging
from 1 to 11 lp cm−1. While for BGO-1 (figure 8(a)) it is possible to discern the inserts
representing a resolution of 4 lp cm−1 (corresponding to a line spacing of ∼1.25 mm), for CsI-1
(figure 8(b)) the highest discernable insert is that at 3 lp cm−1 (corresponding to a line spacing
of ∼1.66 mm). By comparison, the image obtained with the conventional MV AMFPI
(figure 8(c)) demonstrates sharper edge definition and a clear definition of the inserts up to
that at 4 lp cm−1.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7. Reconstructed images of the contrast phantom embedded with three tissue-equivalent
objects corresponding to relative electron densities of (clockwise from the top): 0.954, 0.988 and
1.049. The images were obtained at a scan dose of ∼4 cGy with (a) BGO-1, (b) CsI-1 and (c) the
conventional MV AMFPI. The image in (d) was obtained with the conventional MV AMFPI at
160 cGy by averaging 40 tomographic scans.

3.2. Contrast, noise and CNR

Figures 9(a) and (b) show Contrast and Noise results as a function of dose for the breast
tissue-equivalent object obtained using BGO-1 and CsI-1 as well as with the conventional
MV AMFPI. Within statistical error, Contrast exhibits no clear dependence on dose or on
the type of detector used—a consequence of the fact that the value of this metric is largely
determined by the properties of the object imaged. Noise, shown in figure 9(b), decreases
as a function of dose as a result of the increase in the x-ray quanta sampled. For a given
dose, while CsI-1 is expected to exhibit higher Noise values compared to BGO-1 by virtue
of its inferior x-ray detection efficiency (∼25% compared to ∼39%), the more pronounced
light spreading for CsI-1, which causes inferior spatial resolution performance, leads to
reduced voxel-to-voxel signal variations in the reconstructed images—resulting in slightly
lower values of Noise. As expected, the conventional MV AMFPI exhibits the highest Noise
values due to the substantially lower number of x-ray quanta sampled (∼2% x-ray detection
efficiency).

Figure 10(a) shows values for CNR2 derived from the Contrast and Noise results in
figure 9. For all detector configurations, CNR2 is observed to increase with increasing dose,
mainly due to the corresponding decrease of Noise. This dependence follows a linear trend—
as demonstrated by the lines running through the data points which correspond to linear fits
of the data, plotted on a log scale. Figure 10(b) illustrates CNR2 performance as a function of
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 8. Reconstructed images of the resolution phantom obtained with (a) BGO-1, (b) CsI-1 and
(c) the conventional MV AMFPI at a scan dose of 16, 16 and 160 cGy, respectively. The images
were obtained using a slice thickness of 1.016 mm, corresponding to the element-to-element pitch
of the BGO-1 and CsI-1 segmented scintillators. Note that the choice of doses used to produce
these images was guided by the desire to produce good images whose quality is not limited by
image noise. Also, note that for these images the gray scale has been inverted in order to enhance
presentation. The line-pair inserts shown in the images represent spatial resolutions of (clockwise
from the top) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 lp cm−1 corresponding to a line spacing distance of
∼5.00, 2.50, 1.66, 1.25, 1.00, 0.83, 0.71, 0.62, 0.55, 0.50 and 0.45 mm, respectively.
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Figure 9. (a) Contrast and (b) Noise for the breast tissue-equivalent object as a function of total
scan dose. Results are shown for BGO-1 and CsI-1, as well as for the conventional MV AMFPI.
The lines connecting the data points in (a) are drawn to guide the eye, while the lines in (b) are fits
to the data. Statistical error bars are illustrated in this and the following figures, except as noted.

slice thickness up to ∼10 mm for BGO-1 and CsI-1 at a scan dose of ∼4 cGy. These results
also exhibit a linear increase with increasing slice thickness. The linear behavior observed in
figures 10(a) and (b) for the breast object, and similarly observed for all objects studied, is as
expected and is due to the inverse proportionality between the square of Noise (Noise2) and
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breast tissue-equivalent object are shown for BGO-1 and CsI-1, as well as for the conventional
MV AMFPI. Results in (a) are plotted on a log scale to enhance clarity of presentation for the data
corresponding to the conventional MV AMFPI. The lines connecting the points in (a) and (b) are
linear fits to the data.
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Figure 11. (a) Contrast and (b) Noise as a function of relative electron density for the various
tissue-equivalent objects. Results are shown for BGO-1 and CsI-1, as well as for the conventional
MV AMFPI, at a total scan dose of ∼4 cGy. The line appearing in (a) represents a linear fit to the
BGO-1 data, while the lines in (b) are drawn to guide the eye. Note that the error bars in (a) have
been purposely omitted due to their small size.

the number of sampled quanta (i.e. Noise2 ∝ 1/Ntot where Ntot is the total number of x-ray
photons interacting in a given voxel).

Figures 11(a) and (b) show Contrast and Noise, respectively, plotted as a function of
the relative electron density of the various tissue-equivalent objects, obtained with BGO-1
and CsI-1 as well as with the conventional MV AMFPI. Contrast is seen to exhibit a fairly
linear dependence on relative electron density due to the dominance of Compton interactions
at radiotherapy x-ray energies. Specifically, this behavior is the consequence of the linear
dependence of the probability of Compton interactions on the electron density of the interaction
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Figure 12. CNR as a function of the relative electron density of the various tissue-equivalent
objects. The results were obtained with BGO-1 and CsI-1, as well as with the conventional MV
AMFPI, at a total scan dose of ∼4 cGy. Note that the lines connecting the data points are drawn
to guide the eye.

material. The observed values of Contrast indicate that this quantity is a property of the object
imaged and is largely independent of the detector configuration. For the two prototypes, Noise
values are observed to be similar except for the anomalously high (and repeatable) value for
BGO-1 at an electron density of 0.429. For objects with relative electron densities closer to
that of water, Noise is seen to be fairly independent of this quantity. Moreover, for objects
with densities much higher or lower than that of water, Noise values are higher. Since such a
pattern of behavior is not observed in the results obtained from the conventional MV AMFPI,
it is suspected that this pattern is due to the cupping correction. In the case of the MV AMFPI,
any uncertainties introduced by the cupping correction are dwarfed by the inherently large
values of Noise in the reconstructed images.

Figure 12 shows results for CNR derived from the Contrast and Noise data in figure 11 and
plotted as a function of relative electron density. While CNR for the conventional MV AMFPI
is seen to be linear for all objects, for BGO-1 and CsI-1 a reasonable degree of linearity is
observed only for objects with relative electron densities ranging from ∼0.92 to ∼1.11—due
to the corresponding linear behavior of Contrast and constancy of Noise for these objects. The
CNR values for objects with densities outside this range exhibit a nonlinear dependence on this
metric due to the higher than expected Noise values discussed above. Finally, the observed
superior performance of the prototypes compared with that of the conventional MV AMFPI
is the result of significantly lower Noise values.

4. Summary and discussion

Active matrix flat-panel imagers, currently regarded as the gold standard for portal imaging,
utilize a very inefficient x-ray converter in the form of a relatively thick Gd2O2S:Tb phosphor
screen coupled to a ∼1 mm thick metal plate, resulting in an x-ray detection efficiency of
only ∼2% at a photon beam energy of 6 MV. However, the incorporation of thick segmented
scintillators, as a replacement for such granular phosphor screens, provides a substantial
increase in detection efficiency and has shown considerable promise for improving the imaging
performance without seriously degrading spatial resolution or contributing additional Swank
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noise due to variations in the generation of optical photons. Toward the realization of practical
AMFPIs capable of performance largely limited by the radiation transport within the x-ray
converter material, and offering minimal degradation due to optical transport, a number of
prototype AMFPIs based on thick BGO and CsI:Tl scintillators have been developed and
evaluated by our group for portal (i.e. 2D) imaging. Given the high detection efficiency of
these prototypes, combined with the desire to obtain 3D image information in the treatment
room for image-guided radiation therapy, it is of interest to investigate these prototypes in
the context of low-dose MV CBCT. In this paper, preliminary MV CBCT results from two
prototypes based on ∼11 mm thick BGO and CsI:Tl scintillators for MV CBCT are reported
and these results are compared to those from a conventional MV AMFPI. The study was
performed for 180 projection, 360◦ tomographic scans employing the lowest available dose
of ∼4 cGy (corresponding to one beam pulse per projection). This dose is similar to that
typically employed for a patient setup using kV CBCT or acquiring a single portal image
from a conventional MV AMFPI. By virtue of their greatly improved detection efficiency, the
prototypes provided reconstructed images allowing visualization of low contrast objects for a
5 mm slice thickness. For example, an object with an electron density difference of ∼2.76%,
corresponding to a CNR value of ∼4, was clearly visible in the reconstructed images of the
two prototypes. By comparison, the conventional MV AMFPI demonstrated a corresponding
CNR value more than ten times smaller, and did not permit delineation of the object. For this
imager, much higher doses were required to reduce image noise so as to allow visualization of
the object. The level of improved contrast resolution offered by the current prototypes should
facilitate soft-tissue visualization in image-guided radiotherapy at practical MV patient doses,
and is also expected to benefit portal imaging through improved image quality at current levels
of dose or equivalent image quality at substantially lower dose.

While both types of scintillators (BGO and CsI:Tl) have shown definite promise for
improving the imaging performance of current MV AMFPIs, BGO provides a number of
advantages. For a given thickness, BGO offers higher DQE and superior spatial resolution
by virtue of its higher material density and refractive index, respectively. These properties
engender opposing effects upon noise, resulting in a CNR performance that is largely equivalent
for the two prototypes. However, if ideal optical isolation between scintillator elements could
be achieved, the BGO-1 prototype would provide lower noise and thus higher CNR (Wang
et al 2008). Furthermore, BGO is non-hygroscopic and provides better material hardness,
resulting in easier machining and polishing. Finally, although BGO has a significantly lower
light output compared to CsI:Tl, this has minimal influence on performance, given that for
BGO-1 the system is input-quantum limited, even at the lowest dose of 1 beam pulse (Wang
et al 2009b). However, the present BGO scintillator exhibits an undesirable radiation-induced
effect, which consists of a sharp decline of light output within the first few hundred cGy
of radiation, requiring the use of a pre-irradiation procedure to stabilize signal (Wang et al
2009b). While previous examinations of the effect of radiation on the performance of BGO
crystals have indicated widely varying results (Wei et al 1990, Zhu et al 1991, 1995, Zhu
1998, Georgii et al 1998, Peng et al 2000, Sahu et al 1997), the introduction of Eu3+ as a
doping agent may significantly reduce the effect (Wei et al 1990, Zhu et al 1991, 1995, Zhu
1998), facilitating practical implementation of such detectors in a clinical setting.

With a scintillator thickness of ∼11 mm, the BGO prototype offers a zero-frequency
DQE of ∼20%—20 times higher than that of conventional MV AMFPIs. While prototypes
with thicker scintillators could further improve the DQE and allow even better soft-tissue
visualization at low dose, degradation of spatial resolution due to obliquely incident radiation
could mitigate the improvement expected from higher x-ray detection efficiencies (Wang et al
2010). For example, for a large area (e.g., 40 × 40 cm2) clinical imager based on segmented
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scintillators with thicknesses much greater than ∼10 mm, x-rays incident at locations away
from the central axis will impinge the scintillators at increasingly oblique angles—resulting in
a substantial lateral displacement of energy deposition across the scintillator and causing severe
degradation of spatial resolution and DQE performance. Future substantial increases in DQE
beyond the levels obtained with the present prototypes could potentially be achieved through
the use of thicker (i.e. greater than ∼10 mm) scintillators arranged in a two-dimensionally
focused geometry (Wang et al 2010) or, alternatively, through the use of higher density
scintillators with thicknesses up to ∼10 mm. The strong motivation to improve DQE for MV
imagers will doubtless inspire interesting innovations in the coming years.
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